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Abstract—Certificate-based cryptography and ID-based
cryptography have been designed under different theoretical
backgrounds and they have their own advantages and draw-
backs, but there have been few works which try to provide
them together in an efficient way. Chen et al. [4] considered a
hybrid scheme of public key infrastructure (PKI) and ID-based
encryption (IBE), and also discussed various trust relationship
among multiple authorities, but they have not discussed more
in-depth implementation issues of the hybrid scheme. In ID-
based cryptography issuing private keys to users in escrow-
free way had been an important issue. Lee et al. [12], [13]
proposed a unique private key issuing protocol in the single-
authority multiple-observer (SAMO) model which can reduce the
user authentication load a lot, but these schemes are subject
to several attacks due to the lack of verifiable authentication
of protocol messages [11].

In this paper we show that these two problems can be solved
by combining certificate-based and ID-based cryptography. In
the proposed scheme certificate is issued to user for user-chosen
public key and ID-based private key is issued to user through a
private key issuing protocol. In the private key issuing protocol
user is authenticated using the certificate and protocol messages
are blinded using the certified public key of the user, thus the
private key issuing protocol becomes private and also verifiable,
which solves the authentication problem of [13].

We further present the concept of unified public key infras-
tructure (UPKI) in which both certificate-based and ID-based
cryptosystems are provided to users in a single framework. We
also show that if interactions between end users are mainly
executed using ID-based cryptography, then end users don’t
need to manage other end users’ certificates, which is a great
efficiency gain than traditional PKI.

Keywords-Unified public key infrastructure (UPKI); Private
key issuing protocol; Key generation and certification authority
(KGCA); Key privacy agent (KPA); Certificate-based cryp-
tography; ID-based cryptography; Bilinear pairing; Hybrid
cryptography

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Certificate-based Cryptography

In traditional certificate-based public key cryptography,

user’s public key generated by user is authenticated with a

certificate issued by a certification authority (CA). A certifi-

cate is a digital document signed by CA which binds a public

key to a specific user. It provides explicit authentication of

the public key in the sense that the authenticity of the public

key is convinced to anyone by verifying the certificate. Any

participant who wants to use other’s public key must first

verify the corresponding certificate to check the authenticity

of the public key. Thus users have to retrieve, verify, store,

and manage other’s certificates that they are communicating

with. It requires large amount of storage, communication

and computing to store, verify, and revoke certificates.

B. ID-based Cryptography

In 1984, Shamir [15] proposed the ID-based cryptography

which can greatly simplify key management. In ID-based

cryptography an entity’s public key is derived directly from

its public identity information, for example, name, e-mail

address, IP address of the user, etc. The corresponding

private key of the user is generated by a trusted authority

called key generation center (KGC) and given to the user

through a secure channel. Compared with certificate-based

cryptography, ID-based cryptography is advantageous in key

management, since distribution of public key is not required.

A sender can send an encrypted message to a receiver using

the receiver’s public identity information, even before the

receiver obtains his private key from KGC. If a signature is

received, it can be verified immediately by using sender’s

public identity information.

But an inherent problem of ID-based cryptography is the

key escrow problem, i.e., KGC knows user’s private key.

Therefore, malicious KGC can decrypt ciphertexts of the

user and forge signatures with the name of the user. It also

requires a secure channel between users and KGC to deliver

private keys securely. Therefore, providing an escrow-free

private key issuing mechanism is an important issue to make

the ID-based cryptography more practical in the real world.

Because of these inherent problems ID-based cryptography

was considered to be suitable only for communications

inside a small organization where KGC is fully trusted.

C. Private Key Issuing in ID-based Cryptography

In ID-based cryptography issuing private keys to users

in escrow-free way had been an important issue. Recently,

Lee et al. [12], [13] proposed a unique private key issuing

protocol in the single-authority multiple-observer (SAMO)
model, which is the first pioneering work that can reduce the
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identification cost in multi-authority-based key issuing pro-

tocol. In this approach a single key generation center (KGC)

provides user identification and partial key issuing function

and multiple key privacy agents (KPAs) provide key privacy

service without additional user identification. This proposal

reduced the identification cost from multiple identifications

by multiple authorities to a single identification by KGC.

But these schemes have weaknesses due to the lack

of authentication of protocol messages. In these scheme

KGC first checks user’s identification and provides partial

private key, then KPAs check KGC’s user identification

and provide key privacy service without any further direct

identification of user. Since explicit authentication was not

employed in these schemes, it’s hard for KPAs to accept

KGC’s identification result and the overall scheme became

complicated.

D. Combining Certificate-based and ID-based Schemes

Traditionally certificate-based cryptography and ID-based

cryptography have been considered separately. Certificate-

based cryptography and public key infrastructure (PKI) can

be deployed to authenticate users in large scale, hierarchical

groups, while ID-based cryptosystem is generally used to

authenticate users in a closed, highly trusted group. In

designing a private key issuing protocol in ID-based cryp-

tography researchers in many literatures tried to exclude the

use of certificate due to the high overhead of certificate-

based scheme. It looks quite reasonable in some sense, but

if we consider the case that PKI is already existent, adding

ID-based cryptography to certificate-based cryptography is

not a heavy load.

There have been several works which try to combine

certificate-based and ID-based systems. Chen et al. [4] pro-

posed a hybrid scheme of public key infrastructure (PKI) and

ID-based encryption (IBE) system which merges traditional

PKI with identity-based encryption system. They suggested

that the combination of two schemes, PKI for global name

and ID for local name, is advantageous and scalable. They

further discussed various trust relationship between multiple

authorities in this hybrid system. Price et al. [14] considered

the issue of interoperation between entities in conventional

PKI and entities in ID-based infrastructure. These schemes

considered interoperation between two systems, but they

have not discussed more in-depth implementation issues of

the combined system.

In this paper we show that combining these two cryptosys-

tems in a single framework is possible with small extra load

and it has many advantages. This work can be considered

as an efficient implementation example of the idea of [4],

[14].

E. Motivation of Unified Public Key Infrastructure

Another critical problem of ID-based cryptography is that

it is not easy to implement hierarchy of trust. Gentry et al.

[9] showed an example of hierarchical ID-based encryption,

but it is not flexible to suit to the real world requirements.

Therefore, though we try to use ID-based cryptography for

end users, it looks better to rely on certificate and PKI to

construct upper trust hierarchy.

In this paper we introduce a new concept called unified
public key infrastructure (UPKI) in which both certificate-

based and ID-based cryptography are provided to users in

a highly combined manner. Here we assume the existence

of a trusted authority called key generation and certification
authority (KGCA) who has the role of both CA and KGC.

It checks identification information of user and issues a

certificate for a user-chosen public key X . It also issues

ID-based partial private key to the user. We also assume the

existence of multiple KPAs like in [13] who provide key

privacy service. In the proposed private key issuing protocol

user is authenticated with certificate and user’s certified

public key X is used to blind the protocol messages such

that only the legitimate user can retrieve the ID-based private

key. This approach can solve the problems of both [12], [13]

and [4], [14]. We also show that if interactions between end

users are mainly executed using ID-based cryptography, then

end users don’t need to manage other end users’ certificates,

which is a great efficiency gain than traditional PKI. We

further discuss various topics on UPKI.

F. Organization of Paper

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Several

related works on private key issuing protocol and hybrid

system are presented in Section II. Details of the proposed

certificate issuing and private key issuing protocol is de-

scribed in Section III. Various discussions on UPKI are

described in Section IV. Finally we conclude in Section V.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Private Key Issuing Protocol in ID-based Cryptography

There have been lots of works to design private key

issuing protocol for ID-based cryptography which does not

have key escrow problem. A straightforward solution to

the key escrow problem is to distribute the key issuing

function to multiple authorities [2], [5]. If the master key

of a KGC is distributed to multiple authorities and a private

key is computed in a threshold manner [2], key escrow

problem of a single KGC can be prevented. Generating a

new private key by adding up multiple private keys [5] is

another approach. However, these approaches requires high

identification cost, because each authority has to identify

the same user independently before key issuing. Considering

the high cost of user identification, sometimes requires off-

line interactions depending on policy, multiple independent

identifications for the same user by multiple authorities is a

big burden.

Another approach to solve the key escrow problem is

issuing user’s private key through an interactive protocol
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between user and KGC using some user-chosen secret

information [8], [1]. Gentry [8] proposed a certificate-

based encryption (CBE) scheme where private key is com-

puted using user-chosen secret information, but it became

a certificate-based scheme losing the advantage of ID-based

cryptography. Al Riyami et al. [1] successfully removed the

necessity of certificate (they named it certificateless public

key cryptography) in a similar design using user-chosen

secret information, but their scheme provides only implicit

authentication of the public key. The random-looking public

key generated by the user is not certified in any way. Thus

any participant who wants to use the public key for the first

time cannot be convinced whether the public key indeed

belongs to the user.

Recently, Lee et al. [12], [13] proposed a unique pri-

vate key issuing protocol in the single-authority multiple-
observer (SAMO) model, which is the first pioneering work

that can reduce the identification cost in multi-authority-

based key issuing protocol. In this approach a single key

generation center (KGC) provides user identification and

partial key issuing function and multiple key privacy agents

(KPAs) provide key privacy service without additional user

identification. This proposal reduced the identification cost

from multiple identifications by multiple authorities to a

single identification by KGC. [12] is not efficient and not

robust since it uses serial key privacy service by multiple

KPAs. [13] improves [12] in efficiency and robustness by

using secret sharing among multiple KPAs and threshold

cryptography in key privacy service. But these schemes are

subject to various attacks by malicious KGC and attackers

[11]. The main reason of the weakness is that user is not

authenticated using standard way and the correctness of

protocol cannot be verified publicly.

Gangishetti et al. [6] proposed another private key issuing

protocol. In this scheme user registration stage and key

issuing stage are separated. In user registration stage KGC

chooses a random number and gives it to the user through

a secure channel, thus key escrow problem is not solved

and secure channel is required. This scheme uses a public

key directory to save user’s key and registration information,

but it is well known that public key directory is subject to

various forgery attack. Kumar et al. [7] proposed a new key

issuing protocol to solve the key escrow problem of [6] by

using user-chosen randomness, but it still depends on the

use of public key directory.

In this paper we try to solve the authentication problem

of [12], [13] by using certificate. Since certificate provides

explicit authentication of user, it can be used to authenticate

user explicitly in multi-authority-based private key issuing

protocol. By using the certified public key to blind the proto-

col messages in the private key issuing protocol, we achieve

both privacy and verifiability of the protocol messages.

B. Combining PKI and ID-based Schemes

There have been several works which try to combine

PKI and ID-based systems. [4] proposed a hybrid PKI/IBE

system which merges traditional PKI with identity-based

encryption system. To create an efficient hierarchy of multi-

ple trust authorities they considered various combinations

of PKI and ID-based systems. In an example of email

system they suggested that the combination of using PKI for

global name and using ID for local name is advantageous.

[14] considered the issue of interoperation between entities

in conventional PKI infrastructure and entities in ID-based

infrastructure. These schemes assumed the existence of

hybrid scheme, but they have not discussed more in-depth

implementation issues like key escrow problem in ID-based

system.

Our proposal in this paper can be considered as an effi-

cient implementation example of hybrid system. Moreover,

we propose the concept of unified public key infrastructure

(UPKI) and provide further discussion on various issues and

advantages of UPKI.

III. CERTIFICATE ISSUING AND PRIVATE KEY ISSUING

PROTOCOL

In this section we present the proposed certificate issuing

and private key issuing protocol, first in generic model and

second in pairing-based model. Generic model shows the

overview of the proposed scheme in generic cryptosystems,

while pairing-based model shows an efficient implementa-

tion of the proposed scheme in pairing-based cryptosystems.

This efficiency comes from the fact that ID-based cryptog-

raphy is implemented mainly in pairing-based setting and

certificate-based cryptography is also possible in this setting.

A. Entities and Their Roles

We use the same SAMO model as in [12], [13]. In

this paper we assume the existence of a key generation

and certification authority (KGCA) which has the role of

both key generation center (KGC) and certification authority

(CA). We also assume the existence of multiple key privacy

agents (KPAs) who provide key privacy service. The entities

participating in the protocol and their roles are as follows.

• CA: A certification authority is a trusted authority in

certificate-based model who checks user’s identification

according to his business rule and then issues a certifi-

cate for user-chosen public key.

• KGC: A key generation center is a trusted authority

in ID-based model who checks user’s identification

according to his business rule and then issues a partial

private key for user’s ID.

• KGCA: A key generation and certification authority

is a trusted authority in the unified model who has

the role of both KGC and CA. KGCA checks user’s

identification according to his business rule, and then

issues a certificate for user-chosen public key and a
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partial private key for user’s ID. KGCA’s work is a

public process in the sense that all certificates and

partial private keys he issues can be published and their

correctness can be verified publicly.

• n-KPAs: Multiple key privacy agents are honest ob-

servers who provide key privacy service for user’s ID-

based private key. They have a common public key and

share the corresponding secret key using the t-out-of-n
verifiable secret sharing (VSS) scheme [10]. For a given

partial private key they provide key privacy service with

their signatures. In the key privacy service KPAs don’t

need to check user’s identification by themselves, but

they provide services only for correct requests. KPA’s

work is a public process in the sense that its service

can be published safely.

• User: A user with identity ID has long term pri-

vate/public key pair (x,X). User gets a certificate

for his public key X and use it for certificate-based

cryptosystems. Using a private key issuing protocol,

user finally gets an ID-based private key for ID in an

escrow-free way.

Here KGCA (or KGC) and KPAs share a master private

key for ID-based cryptosystem as shown in [13].

B. Generic Model

The proposed scheme consists of three protocols, certifi-

cate issuing, partial key issuing, and key privacy service.

In generic model any cryptosystem which is suitable to

implement these protocols can be used.

1) Certificate issuing: A user with identity ID chooses

long term private/public key pair (x,X). User iden-

tifies himself/herself to CA and requests certificate

issuing by sending (ID,X) and proof of possession

of x. Then CA checks user’s identification according

to his business rule and proof of possession of x, and

then issues a certificate Cert(ID,X) for user-chosen

public key X . Here the standard X.509 [16] certificate

can be used.

2) Partial private key issuing: User requests partial key

issuing to KGC by sending ID, Cert(ID,X) and

proof of possession of x. KGC verifies the validity of

user’s certificate and checks the proof of possession of

x. If user’s identity is verified correctly, KGC issues

a partial private key sk′ID for ID. Here sk′ID can be

published such that it’s correctness can be verified by

anyone.

3) Key privacy service: User requests key privacy service

to n-KPAs by sending ID, Cert(ID,X), proof of

possession of x, and sk′ID. Each KPA verifies the

validity of Cert(ID,X), proof of possession of x,

and sk′ID. If they are verified correctly, KPA signs

sk′ID with its private key and sends it to user through

a secure channel. To build a secure channel, any secure

key agreement protocol can be used. By collecting

valid t signatures of KPAs user can retrieve his/her

ID-based private key skID.

Now user has both certified key pair (x,X) with cer-

tificate Cert(ID,X) and ID-based key pair (skID, pkID),
where pkID = H(ID). User can use both cryptosystems

according to application needs. Here we described the pro-

posed scheme in a way that the roles of KGC and CA are

separated, but they can be easily integrated into a single

authority as will be shown below.

C. Pairing-based Model

In this subsection we describe certificate issuing and pri-

vate key issuing protocol using pairing-based cryptosystem.

To obtain an efficient implementation, we use the following

optimization.

1) We use pairing-based cryptosystems both for

certificate-based and ID-based cryptography. Since

ID-based cryptography is mainly implemented in

pairing-based cryptosystems and certificate-based

cryptography is also possible in this setting, using

the same cryptosystem for both purposes is a good

choice for efficiency.

2) We use a single KGCA rather than independent KGC

and CA. Since user identification is a common basic

function for KGC and CA, a single entity, KGCA, can

provide both services more efficiently. Moreover, if a

single authority provides both service, then certificate

issuing and partial private key issuing can be provided

in a single logical step.

3) We use an efficient construction of secure channel

using one-way key agreement technique as shown in

[12], [13]. Using this technique n-KPAs can send

a protected message to the user without any prior

arrangement.

Now we introduce the notation for the pairing-based

cryptosystems. Let G1 be an additive group of prime order

q and G2 be a multiplicative group of the same order. Let P
denote a generator of G1. The discrete logarithm problem

(DLP) in these groups is believed to be hard. A bilinear

pairing is a map e : G1 × G1 → G2 with the following

properties:

1) Bilinear: e(aQ1, bQ2) = e(Q1, Q2)
ab, where Q1,

Q2 ∈ G1 and a, b ∈ Z∗
q .

2) Non-degenerate: e(P, P ) �= 1 and therefore it is a

generator of G2.

3) Computable: There is an efficient algorithm to com-

pute e(Q1, Q2) for all Q1, Q2 ∈ G1.

We also use the following two hash functions.

1) H : {0, 1}∗ → G1 (extract point from ID).

2) H ′ : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
q (hash to the finite field).

First of all, KGCA and n-KPAs have to work together to

set up system public key. KGCA picks his master private

key s0 ∈ Z∗
q at random and publishes his public key P0 =
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s0P . KGCA’s master key s0 is used to issue certificates and

P0 is used to verify certificates. n-KPAs share the KPA’s

secret key sK in t-out-of-n fashion using the verifiable secret

sharing (VSS) scheme such that cooperation of more than

t KPAs is required to provide key privacy service. KPAi

has a secret share si and publishes a public share Pi = siP .

KPA’s public key PK = sKP is computed and published.

Then KGCA computes the system public key

Y = s0PK = s0sKP

and publishes it, which will be used as a system public key

for ID-based cryptosystems. Anyone can verify the validity

of Y by e(Y, P )
?
= e(PK , P0).

Now we describe the certificate issuing and private key

issuing protocol in the following two steps.

Step 1. Certificate Issuing and Partial Private Key
Issuing.

A user with identification information ID chooses a

random number x ∈ Z∗
q and computes X = xP . He will use

(x,X) as a long-term private/public key pair for certificate-

based cryptosystems. From KGCA user gets a certificate

Cert(ID,X) for X and a partial private key D0 for the

identity ID as follows.

1) User generates a signed certificate request σ =
xH(ID,X) using the short signature scheme [3].

He requests certificate issuing and partial private key

issuing service by sending 〈ID,X, σ〉 and appropriate

identification information. Here σ represents user’s

proof of possession of the private key x corresponding

to the public key X .

2) When KGCA receives a certification request, he first

checks user’s identification information according to

his business rule and checks the validity of σ by

e(σ, P )
?
= e(H(ID,X), X). If user identification is

correct, KGCA signs a certification document using a

short signature scheme with the master private key s0
and issues a certificate Cert(ID,X) = s0H(ID,X)
according to the X.509 standard [16]. KGCA also

computes user’s ID-based public key QID = H(ID)
and then he computes a partial private key by D0 =
s0QID. KGCA sends Cert(ID,X) and D0 to the

user through a public channel (or publishes in a public

place).

3) User checks the validity of Cert(ID,X) by verifying

KGCA’s short signature with the public key P0 by

e(P,Cert(ID,X))
?
= e(H(ID,X), P0). User also

checks the validity of D0 by e(D0, P )
?
= e(QID, P0).

In this step user gets a certificate Cert(ID,X) which can

be used for certificate-based cryptography. Here D0 is only

a partial private key and it is of no use by itself, thus it

can be published safely. Now user has to get a key privacy

service from KPAs to obtain a complete private key DID.

Step 2. Key Privacy Service.
In this protocol KPAs identify user with the certificate

Cert(ID,X) issued by KGCA. The protocol messages

from KPAs to user is blinded using the certified public key

X . Now user is involved in the key privacy service with

multiple KPAs as follows.

1) User requests key privacy service to KPAs by sending

〈ID,X, σ, Cert(ID,X), D0〉.
2) KPAi checks the validity of Cert(ID,X) and D0 by

checking KGCA’s signatures. KPAi also checks the

validity of σ by e(σ, P )
?
= e(H(ID,X), X). If they

are verified correctly, KPAi computes

D′
i = H ′(ID,X, Pi, siX)siD0.

He sends D′
i to the user through a public channel (or

publish in a public place).

3) User computes Di = D′
i/H

′(ID,X, Pi, xPi) and

checks its validity by e(Di, P )
?
= e(D0, Pi). If more

than t valid Dis are collected, he can compute

DID =
∑

i∈Λ

λi,ΛDi = sKs0QID,

where λi,Λ =
∏

l∈Λ\{i}
l

l−i is the appropriate La-

grange coefficient and Λ is a subset of t valid Dis.

4) User checks the validity of DID by checking

e(DID, P )
?
= e(QID, Y ). DID is an ID-based pri-

vate key of the user corresponding to the public key

QID = H(ID).

Here H ′(ID,X, Pi, siX) = H ′(ID,X, Pi, xPi) is a

secret blinding factor shared between user and KPAi using

the one-way key agreement technique. In this way KPAs

can send blinded messages to user without any prior ar-

rangement. Anyone except the legitimate user cannot extract

private key information from the protocol messages.

Now we analyze some features of the proposed scheme.

• KPAs authenticate users using certificates issued by

KGCA, thus it is hard for any attacker to impersonate

other user to get illegal private key.

• Since the key privacy service by KPAs are protected

by using a secret blinding factor generated with user’s

certified public key, anyone except the legitimate user

cannot extract private key information from the protocol

messages.

• Since the private key sK is shared among n-KPAs using

the t-out-of-n VSS scheme, the secrecy of user’s private

key DID is achieved assuming the honesty of at least

n− t+ 1 KPAs. This protocol is robust against partial

unavailability of KPAs.

• Since KGCA and KPAs provide their services in public

processes, they cannot provide illegal service to ille-

gitimate users. KGCA’s partial private key issuing is

published and its correctness is publicly verifiable, thus

malicious KGCA cannot try to impersonate a user by
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himself or issue private key to illegitimate user without

being detected. If malicious KPAs provide key privacy

service for incorrect request, it will be detected and

punished. If any illegal activity of KGCA or KPAs is

published, they cannot keep on their business.

IV. UNIFIED PUBLIC KEY INFRASTRUCTURE

A. Necessity of UPKI

Traditionally certificate-based cryptography and ID-based

cryptography have been considered separately. Certificate-

based cryptography and PKI is widely employed in the real

world. It can provide explicit authentication of users, even in

large scale groups with complex hierarchy. On the other hand

ID-based cryptography is advantageous in key management,

but it has the inherent key escrow problem. Thus, it is

considered to be used in a small, but highly trusted, group.

If key escrow problem is solved in reasonable way, it can be

used in general environment. Another drawback of ID-based

cryptography is that it is not scalable in the sense that it is

hard to construct and manage the hierarchy of trust.

Thus, it looks a promising approach to combine these two

cryptosystems such that the hierarchy of trust is managed by

the traditional PKI mechanism and end users can utilize the

advantages of ID-based cryptography. Note that many real

world examples are operated in this way. As an example,

employee ID card shows that a corporation certifies that the

specified person is an employee of the corporation. When

you check other’s employee ID card, you first check the

trustedness of the corporation in many possible ways, and

then accept that the person with the ID is an employee of

the corporation. As shown in [4], email system is another

good example. If you receive an email from a stranger, you

first check whether the email server or the corporation is a

trusted one, and then try to check sender’s ID and message.

In an electronic world corporation can be verified using PKI

mechanism and its member can be implicitly verified by the

published ID.

In this section we show that this ideal combination is

possible using the proposed certificate issuing and private

key issuing protocol. We call it unified public key infras-
tructure (UPKI) in the sense that both certificate-based and

ID-based cryptography are provided in a single framework

more efficiently.

B. Proposed UPKI

To provide UPKI scheme, we assume that traditional PKI

is already existent. One modification is that end CAs who

issue certificates to end users are executing the role of

KGCA as described in section III, i.e., KGCA issues both

certificates and ID-based partial private keys to end users.

We also assume the existence of multiple KPAs who provide

key privacy service to users. Note that KPAs are honest

public service, thus they can exist at the outside of the trust

hierarchy.

In this setting a user gets a certificate Cert(ID,X) for

user-chosen long-term public key X from KGCA. Then user

can use X as a long-term certified public key for certificate-

based cryptography. User also gets an ID-based private key

DID corresponding to the public key QID = H(ID)
through an interactive protocol with KGCA and KPAs. Now

user has a certified key pair (x,X) and an ID-based key

pair (DID, QID), and he/she has a choice of cryptosystem,

either certificate-based or ID-based cryptography, according

to application requirement. For example, users can choose

cryptosystems according to the following guideline.

• ID-based cryptography: If a user interacts with other

end users, then uses ID-based cryptography. Interac-

tions between end users can be done more efficiently

using ID-based cryptography. In this case end users

don’t need to manage other users’ certificates.

• Certificate-based cryptography: If a user interacts with

authorities such as CAs, governmental office, who

requires explicit online presentation of prior authentica-

tion, then certificate-based cryptography has to be used.

If the interacting entity requires explicit authentication

with certificate, then certificate-based cryptography can

be used.

Let’s consider a case that two users in different KGCA

domains are interacting using ID-based cryptography. A

sender A is in KGCAA’s domain with system parameter

paramA and a receiver B is in KGCAB’s domain with

system parameter paramB . A signed a document with his

ID-based private key and sent it to B. Then the receiver B
verifies the signature through the following two steps.

1) Verify the validity of KGCAA using the PKI mecha-

nism and gets an authentic copy of the system param-

eter paramA.

2) Verify A’s signature using the sender’s ID and

paramA.

C. Efficiency Comparison
Many researchers who tried to design escrow-free private

key issuing protocol excluded the possibility of using cer-

tificate because introducing certificate and PKI just to aid

ID-based cryptography is obviously a heavy overhead. But

if we assume that PKI is already existent and try to add the

functionality of ID-based cryptography additionally, we can

make it possible with efficient combination as shown above.
If end user interaction is mainly done using ID-based

cryptography and certificate is not used for end user inter-

action, then we can achieve huge efficiency gain.

• End users don’t need to retrieve, store, and verify

other users’ certificates. End users only need to treat

authorities’ certificates to verify upper certification tree.

End users only need to keep their own certificates. This

is a great efficiency gain compared with traditional PKI.

• Since end user certificates are not used frequently,

the number of certificate revocation is reduced and
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CRL becomes much more lightweight. Note that end

users don’t need to care about CRL. If user certificates

are used only for interactions with authorities, then

authorities can try to use more efficient revocation

mechanism than CRL.

One may criticize the inefficiency of introducing multiple

KPAs, but they are necessary and indispensible entities to

solve the key escrow problem of ID-based cryptography.

Note that their services can be provided automatically and

publicly. Therefore, the existence of KPAs is not a big

obstacle.

D. Further Discussion on ID Revocation

One of the criticism about ID-based cryptography is the

revocation problem. Since an ID is a fixed information

given for a person, like name, it’s hard to revoke ID. A

straightforward solution to revoke ID is using ID revocation

list (IRL) like CRL in certificate-based systems, but in

this case a fixed ID cannot be used again and the person

with the ID cannot participate in the domain again. Also it

requires heavy management load of IRL. Another solution is

using flexible ID, for example, combination of fixed ID and

validity period can be used as a new ID. By using short-term

validity period, we can remove the use of revocation list. In

this case users have to interact with KGCA and KPAs more

frequently to renew private key. Further study is required for

the ID revocation problem.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we considered the advantages of using ID-

based cryptography for user-to-user interaction and proposed

an efficient implementation of combined cryptosystems

where both certificate-based and ID-based cryptography are

provided to end users. Assuming that traditional PKI is

already existent, we have shown how to add ID-based

cryptography in an escrow-free way. As a result, we provided

an escrow-free private key issuing protocol and solved the

authentication problem of [13] by using certificate. Our

proposal is an efficient implementation example of the idea

of [4].

In the proposed UPKI environment end users don’t need

to manage other users’ certificate, which is a great effi-

ciency gain. To the best of our knowledge this is the first

efficient implementation of combined cryptosystem which

supports both certificate-based and ID-based cryptography

in a single framework with escrow-free private key issuing.

More detailed deployment issues of UPKI will be our further

research topic.
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